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ABSTRACT. Background: Lithography advancements require resist layer thickness reduction,
essential to cope with the low depth of focus characteristic of high numerical aper-
ture extreme ultraviolet lithography (High NA EUVL). However, such a requirement
poses serious challenges in terms of resist process metrology and characterization,
as patterns in thin resist suffer from low contrast, which may affect the performance
of the edge detection algorithms used for image analysis, ultimately impacting
metrology.

Aim: We aim to investigate the impact of reducing the film thickness of the dry pho-
toresist on the E-beammetrology and line local critical dimension uniformity (LCDU).

Approach: Thin dry resist films from 10 to 30 nm are patterned at pitches 24, 28,
and 32 nm using EUVL. A standard critical dimension scanning electron microscope
(CDSEM) is used to perform E-beam metrology. The captured SEM images are
analyzed using software to extract the parameters of interest, such as the critical
dimension (CD), power spectral density (PSD), unbiased line width roughness
(uLWR), LWR correlation length, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and line LCDU for
a range of features with lengths from 12 to 50 nm. Furthermore, the experimental
results of the line LCDU of a range of feature lengths and roughness parameters are
plotted for different process conditions of thickness and pitch in a normalized way.

Results: The results indicate that the dry resist shows good CDSEM imaging con-
trast and high SNR even at the thinnest resist thickness. This enables extracting a
reliable uLWR measurement without the need to increase the number of frames to
modulate the SNR. Moreover, it has LWR correlation length of around 2.5 nm. By
thinning the resist thickness, the uLWR and line LCDU increase, and the SNR and
the LWR correlation length decrease. Finally, when normalizing the line LCDU to
uLWR and the feature length to the correlation length, the resulting curves of
the different process conditions of the thickness and pitch overlap with each other,
following an analytical model that relates the line LCDU to the resist roughness
parameters.

Conclusion: We showed the impact of reducing the dry resist thickness on E-beam
metrology and line LCDU for features foreseen for High NA EUVL. The dry resist
has good imaging contrast, LWR correlation length of around 2.5 nm, and the line
LCDU depends on the resist thickness (uLWR and LWR correlation length for each
particular thickness). With such a dataset, we demonstrated an overlap between
the normalized curves of the line LCDU to the uLWR and the feature length to the
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correlation length for the different process conditions of thickness and pitch. The
uLWR and correlation length are the knobs to achieve good patterning uniformity
for a given feature length.
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1 Introduction
High numerical aperture extreme ultraviolet lithography (High NA EUVL) is a key enabler to
extend the semiconductor roadmap to future technology nodes. For such technology node scaling
and dense integration, a smaller device footprint is sought after. The critical features are to be
patterned with tighter pitches, smaller segment lengths, and good uniformity. Moreover, imple-
menting High NA EUVL necessitates using a thin photoresist because of the limited depth of
focus (DOF) and to prevent pattern collapse. As a result, a lithographic feature with High NA
EUVL is scaled in three dimensions, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

Extensive photoresist materials and metrology development is required to serve such an
ecosystem for High NA EUVL. Dry deposited and dry developed photoresist has been intro-
duced that uses closely spaced and small metal-organic units, which reduce resist blurring
and increase sensitivity.1 Furthermore, different process conditions, such as postexposure bake
(PEB), dry development, and etch have been optimized to improve its patterning performance
toward High NA EUVL.2 On the other hand, metrology challenges have previously impacted
thinner resists below 30 nm when using the existing best-known methods (BKM) for the critical
dimension scanning electron microscope (CDSEM). Thinner resist showed limited SEM imaging
contrast and decreased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This impacts the metrology for the different
measurements extraction, such as critical dimension and line roughness.3 Reliable metrology
goes hand in hand with materials for achieving optimized processes development.

The International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) specifies the requirements for
dimensions of different device architectures and photoresist patterning performance. Future tech-
nology nodes target pitches between 16 and 24 nm with a short range of feature lengths.4 The
figures of merit of a resist are low roughness, low dose, and good uniformity. However, it is not
enough to use only the standard deviation of the edge position as a metric to screen resists based
on the roughness value, frequency analysis characterizing the spread of variation across the fea-
ture length is needed. The power spectral density (PSD) analysis is typically done to fully char-
acterize the roughness for a lithographic feature. The standard deviation, correlation length, and
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Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of a lithographic feature scaled down for High NA EUVL; thin resist thickness:
below 30 nm (a requirement for the limited DOF and preventing pattern collapse), tighter CD: 8 nm,
and shorter segment length (for dense integration). (b) Feature-to-feature critical dimension
variations dependence on the segment length: shorter segment lengths exhibit larger variations.
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roughness exponents (σ, ξ, and α) are the three parameters to completely represent feature
roughness.5

Those roughness parameters can further describe the mean linewidth variation for features
with finite segmented lengths (such as a transistor gate, fin lengths, or any other features with a
certain length) patterned with a lithography process, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Such variation is
typically known as line local critical dimension uniformity (LCDU), which represents the var-
iations in the mean linewidth between one feature to another caused by stochastics.6,7 A lower
line LCDU value is typically preferred.

Line LCDU depends on the resist roughness parameters. Lorusso et al.8 derived an analytical
model relating the line LCDU (σLCDU) for a feature or segment length (L) to the unbiased line
width roughness (uLWR) (σLWR) and correlation length (ξ) for the case of α ¼ 0.5, as shown in
Eq. (1). The model was then empirically adjusted by a factor in terms of the roughness exponent
in the case of α ≠ 0.5, as shown in Eq. (2).9 For a given length, smaller resist roughness and
correlation length are advantageous for achieving lower line LCDU. There is a direct propor-
tionality between line LCDU and the roughness: reducing the roughness leads to smaller line
LCDU. Additionally, scaling the feature length to smaller values worsens the line LCDU.

For α ¼ 0.5, the line LCDU is analytically derived:8

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;117;532σ2LCDU ¼ 2ξσ2LWR

L

�
1 −

ξ

L
ð1 − e−L∕ξÞ

�
: (1)

For α ≠ 0.5, the line LCDU is empirically adjusted:9

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;117;482σ2LCDU ¼ ð2αþ 1Þξσ2LWR

L

�
1 −

ξ

L
ð1 − e−L∕ξÞ

�
: (2)

We can gain additional insights considering this model as it relates those fundamental resist
roughness parameters to the feature-to-feature line LCDU for a specific physical feature length.
When scaling from one technology node to another, feature lengths are expected to shrink
and will eventually approach the correlation length values. Taking the mathematical limit

of Eq. (1), when L → ξ, then σLCDU is equal to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2∕e

p
σLWR ≈ 0.86σLWR. As a result, a smaller

correlation length allows to pattern features with line LCDU values below this 0.86 σLWR limit.
Moreover, Mack9 utilized numerical simulations to generate random rough features with a range
of roughness and correlation lengths fixing α at 0.5 to calculate the resulting line LCDU. When
normalizing the line LCDU to the uLWR and the segment length to the correlation length, the
resulting curves overlap with each other and match the analytical expression of Eq. (1) until
L ≥ 3ξ. Biases when generating small rough lines diverged the simulations for L ≤ 3ξ.9

Experimental investigation of such overlap between the normalized curves of line LCDU to
uLWR and segment length to correlation length for different processes and comparison to the
above analytical model is still missing.

In this work, we will first study the SEM image visibility, SNR, uLWR BKM for the thin dry
resist from 10 to 30 nm at pitches 24, 28, and 32 nm. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge,
no one has investigated the impact of reducing the film thickness on LWR correlation length and
line LCDU for such feature lengths targeted by High NA EUVL. The rest of the manuscript will
focus on the uLWR, LWR correlation length, and line LCDU for those specific feature lengths at
pitches 24 and 28 nm for the thin resist. Finally, given the design of experiment of different
pitches, roughness, and correlation lengths for this resist, we can investigate the experimental
and analytical trends when constructing normalized curves between line LCDU to uLWR and
segment length to correlation length for those different process conditions of thickness and
pitches.

2 Experiment

2.1 Wafer Stack and Materials
In this study, a negative tone dry resist is deposited using chemical vapor deposition at five resist
thicknesses (nominally deposited at those thicknesses 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 nm) on a baseline
underlayer. 1:1 line and space with pitch 24, 28, and 32 nm are targeted. The process parameters,
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such as deposition, PEB, and dry development, are tuned for pitch 24 and 28 nm. The exposure is
done using NXE 3400 ASML EUV scanner, with a reticle for pitch 32 and another reticle for
pitches 24 and 28 nm. The illumination was done using three dipole sources with different sigma
depending on the pitch. The normalized image log slope (NILS) values for these features are 2.53
for P24, 2.70 for P28, and 2.25 for P32. These values were derived from simulations that took
into account the sources used and a 60 nm Ta-based mask with 0.3 nm Ru overetch.10 Flare was
set to 4%, assuming that average mask transmission is the same as for the line and space clip. For
P24, it is the maximum achievable NILS with 0.33 NA, whereas for P32, the NILS could be
improved using a different source.

2.2 Measurement Conditions and Analysis
Hitachi CDSEM CG6300 captures images using the imec LWR BKM conditions.11 The landing
energy is set at 500 eV. Other SEM parameters are kept fixed, such as the probe current: 8 pA,
pixel size: 0.8 nm, number of pixels: 2048 × 2048, and magnification: 82.4 k. With such settings,
the field of view is 1.638 × 1.638 μm2. First, for pitch 32 nm, the number of frames of inte-
gration is varied from 1 frame to 64 frames to find the number of frames required to reach the
plateau of the roughness.12 Second, for pitches 24 and 28 nm, 16 frames are used, because 16
frames are found to be a reliable setting, as it will be explained below. A total of 50 images per
condition is measured. Fractilia MetroLER is used to analyze all the images and extract the differ-
ent measurements such as the mean CD, SNR, unbiased line width roughness, LWR correlation
length, and PSD. The line LCDU per each CD segment length is calculated as follows: the seg-
ment length can be specified as an input in MetroLER as the “length for low frequency,” and to
get the line LCDU per each CD segment length, the “local line segment CDU” output from
the software is extracted. A range of lengths from 12 to 50 nm is applied to calculate their
corresponding line LCDU and distribution for the different resist thicknesses and pitches.
Additionally, Park atomic force microscope (AFM) NX Series is used to measure the actual film
thickness after the dry development step.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 AFM Measurement
Resist array height after dry development is measured using an AFM. AFM images are acquired
with resolution of 2048 pixels in 64 lines and contain empty areas and array of resist lines and
spaces, as shown in Fig. 2. The data within the colored rectangles are averaged to get the cross
sections in Fig. 3. The array height is extracted by subtracting the height of the area with the array
of lines from the height of the empty areas as shown in the cross sections image. Figure 4 shows
the measured AFM resist array height versus the nominally deposited film thickness. Upon
dry development, the resist height reduces by 50% to 30%. The slopes for each pitch are not
significantly different; P32: 0.58� 0.018, P28: 0.63� 0.014, and P24: 0.57� 0.004.

3.2 SEM Image Visibility Using imec BKM Conditions
Avisual comparison of the SEM images of the different film thicknesses and pitches is shown in
Fig. 5 using the imec LWR conditions of 16 frames of integration. It is observed that there is good
imaging contrast between the resist and underlayer, even at the thinnest film thickness of 10 nm

Fig. 2 AFM captured images containing empty areas and array of line and spaces for the three
pitches of 20 nm nominal film thickness.
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Fig. 4 AFM resist array height after dry development step for the different nominally deposited film
thickness. The error bars on the data are contained in the size of the symbol. The resist height
reduces by 50% to 30% after dry development step. Figure was previously published in Ref. 13.
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Fig. 3 AFM cross sections of the data averaged within the colored rectangles in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5 SEM images for thin dry resist thicknesses of 10 to 30 nm FT at pitches 24, 28, and 32 nm.
Within-target mean CD is added for each corresponding resist thickness and pitch. Figure was
previously published in Ref. 13.
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for the three pitches. Considering the SNR values, Fig. 6 shows that the SNR values are above 2,
which is the threshold defined for reliable metrology.12,14 Moreover, the SNR decreases with
reducing the film thickness as expected and reported for other types of resists.3,12

3.3 Roughness Parameter Extraction
Thin CAR below 30 nm has previously faced metrology challenges due to the limited SNR,
which impacts the uLWR measurements extraction. The uLWR estimate becomes artificially
low at small SNR values (below 2) and reaches a reliable plateau value at high SNR.12 The
methodology is that the frames of integration are varied to modulate the SNR until this plateau
is reached, and then the corresponding number of frames can be used as a reliable metrology
setting for that type of resist. In Fig. 7, the number of frames is varied from 1 to 64 frames of
integration to observe the uLWR trend with the SNR for such stack at pitch 32 nm. uLWR esti-
mate is observed to improve by increasing the SNR. 16 frames of integration are enough for
reaching the plateau and achieving reliable roughness values for the thin dry resist, even at
10 nm FT. With such SNR reported in Fig. 6, this encourages measuring the LWR using 16
frames for investigating this resist and underlayer stack at tighter pitches of 28 and 24 nm for
the rest of this work.
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Fig. 6 SNR as a function of the resist thickness using 16 frames. SNR values are above 2 for all
the resist thicknesses. Thinning resist thickness decreases the SNR as expected. Figure was pre-
viously published in Ref. 13.
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lated by varying the number of frames of integration at the CDSEM. The uLWR reaches a plateau
after 16 frames for all the resist thicknesses, indicating a reliable measurement using the current
imec LWR BKM for this resist. Figure was previously published in Ref. 13.
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Applying such metrology BKM for pitch 24 and 28 nm, at the same resist thickness range,
the uLWR for P24 and P28 are 21% to 35% reduced compared to P32. This reduction can be
attributed to the elevated NILS values resulting from the selected exposure sources, combined
with process optimization for P28 and P24. Figure 8 illustrates the uLWR and the LWR corre-
lation length for the five resist thicknesses for P24 and P28. By thinning the resist thickness, the
roughness increases because of the increased stochastics: a lower exposure dose is required for
thin resists, which increases the variability of the absorbed photons within a volume. Moreover,
thinner resists have less vertical averaging of the top-down line profile during SEM imaging,
so they appear rougher. The correlation length values are around 2.5 nm, which is considered
small since this resist is composed of small metal-organic clusters. The small correlation length
indicates small resist blur and the correlation mechanisms occurring at a shorter distance scale
than the conventional CAR. Moreover, with thinning the resist, the correlation length decreases.
This can be further visualized using the PSD for the different resist thicknesses. Figure 9 plots
the biased and unbiased PSD curves for the different resist thicknesses at pitch 24. By reducing
the film thickness, the PSD(0) increases, and there is this shift in the correlation length to smaller
lengths.

Furthermore, considering both parameters shown in Fig. 8, exponential fitting has been
applied to capture the parameters’ dependence on the resist thickness (T). The goodness of fit
ranges from 0.96 to 0.99. With thinning the resist thickness, uLWR rates of increase are 0.19�
0.042 and 0.246� 0.055, whereas the correlation length rate of decrease is 0.137 � 0.079 and
0.128� 0.063 for P28 and P24, respectively.

Line wiggling, extracted from MetroLER, is further plotted with the line aspect ratio (AFM
array height divided by the CDSEM mean CD) in Fig. 10. As anticipated, there is an increase in
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(a) 28 nm and (b) 24 nm. The roughness increases, and the correlation length decreases by
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line wiggling with a higher line aspect ratio. However, the images do not exhibit pattern collapse
at the optimal dose and focus, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.4 Line Local Critical Dimension Uniformity
Features patterned using High NA EUVL will be scaled in thickness, pitch, and their lengths.
Certain devices will even require stringent feature lengths down to 12 nm with good uniformity.4

This range of lengths will start approaching the resist roughness correlation lengths, which wors-
ens feature-to-feature uniformity. The line LCDU for a given segment length depends on uLWR,
and correlation length, as explained in the analytical model of Eq. (1). As a result, resist screening
activities need to consider both the uLWR and correlation length. Smaller uLWR and correlation
lengths are advantageous to minimize the line LCDU.

For the dry resist, the line LCDU dependence on the segment length for the different resist
thicknesses for pitch 28 and 24 is plotted in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). The corresponding uLWR and
LWR correlation length are added to the legend for each resist thickness. The line LCDU ranges
between 1 and 2.8 nm depending on the resist thickness and feature length. It is observed that the
whole curve shifts upward by reducing the film thickness. So thinning the resist leads to larger
line LCDU since thinner resists have larger roughness. Line LCDU is worse for shorter segment
lengths, as expected.

Furthermore, we can consider the CD distribution for the different segment lengths. (The
line LCDU values reported in Fig. 11 are three times the standard deviation of the CD distri-
butions.) Figure 12(a) shows the distribution of the mean CD of a resist thickness of 25 nm for
those various segment lengths at pitch 24. The distribution variance of smaller segment lengths is
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larger compared to longer segment lengths (0.30 for 20 nm segment versus 0.44 for 12 nm seg-
ment). Figure 12(b) shows the impact of reducing the film thickness on the CD distribution for
a 20 nm segment length at pitch 24 nm. Segments patterned with 10 nm FT will have a larger
variability than those patterned with thicker resist thickness. Therefore, devices patterned with
thinner resist, shorter gate lengths, and tighter pitches will have larger variability, which is an
additional challenge impacting device making using High NA EUVL.

With such available measurements of the line LCDU, uLWR, and correlation lengths for
a range of segment lengths of the different resist thicknesses and pitches, we can construct a
normalized graph between the line LCDU/uLWR and the segment length/correlation length.
Figure 13 shows that those normalized curves overlap with each other, which suggests that
the different process conditions of thicknesses and pitches seem to follow a universal trend.
Additionally, the model described in Eq. (2) is plotted against the experimental results using
α as a single fitting parameter. It is observed that there is a good match between this fitted expres-
sion and the experimental results. The fitted α value is 1.26, which agrees with the extracted
experimental values of α ranging between 1.32 and 1.98 with an average of 1.64 and standard
deviation 3σ of 0.56.

The learning from such universal overlaps between the different processes is that the line
LCDU between feature-to-feature will be impacted by the roughness value of the resist
depending on the ratio of the feature length to the correlation length. At the rightmost part
of the x axis, i.e., for segments that are long enough than the correlation length, the line
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Fig. 12 (a) CD distribution of the different segment lengths for a resist thickness of 25 nm at pitch
24 nm. (b) CD distribution of 20 nm segment length for different resist thicknesses at pitch 24 nm.
CD distribution variance increases with smaller segments and thinner resists.
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of such overlapping between the normalized parameters is shown with a good match to the line
LCDU model of Eq. (2).
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LCDU will be less impacted by the uLWR. At the leftmost part of the x axis, when the
segment length approaches the correlation length, the line LCDU approaches the uLWR.
In other words, the uLWR controls the largest values of the line LCDU, whereas the corre-
lation length limits the minimum segment lengths possible for a given line LCDU.

4 Conclusions
Previous studies on the thin CAR below 30 nm showed deteriorated imaging contrast and
reduced SNR, which posed an E-beam metrology challenge. However, this is not the case for
all the thin resist and underlayer combinations. This study investigated thin dry resist from 10 to
30 nm at pitches 24, 28, and 32 nm. The stack showed good imaging contrast, even for 10 nm
thickness. Additionally, the roughness BKM using 16 frames is suitable enough for reliable
roughness extraction (uLWR reaching the plateau at 16 frames).

Considering the patterning parameters, this class of resist has a correlation length of around
2.5 nm depending on the resist thicknesses, which indicates less resist blur. Furthermore, the
analysis done on the different resist thicknesses shows an increase in the uLWR and line
LCDU, and a decrease in the correlation length and SNR with reducing the resist thickness.
Considering the CD distribution of a segment length, scaling down the feature’s pitch, length,
and thickness will lead to larger variability and wider distributions of their CD, which is a chal-
lenge for High NA EUVL.

Finally, with such a dataset, we demonstrated overlapping normalized curves between the
line LCDU to the uLWR and the segment length to the correlation length for different process
conditions of five thicknesses and three pitches. This sheds light on a wider view to lithographi-
cally pattern features with good uniformity. Resist screening activities should consider both the
uLWR and correlation length parameters. Smaller uLWR and correlation length enable scaled
features to achieve good line LCDU.
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